Membrane excitability and dissipative instabilities.
Electrical excitation is interpreted in terms of a cooperative structural transition of membrane protomers coupled with the translocation of a permeant molecule in a non-equilibrium environment. Equations for flow of permeant and for membrane conformation are derived for the simple case of a single non-charged permeant. On the basis of a few simple physical assumptions, the theory predicts several important properties of electrically excitable membranes: the steepness of the relation between membrane conductance and potential, the presence of a negative conductance, and the occurrence of instabilities following rapid perturbations of membrane environment, giving rise to some simple cases of action potentials. Several experimental tests of the membrane with its changes of electrical properties are proposed. From a thermodynamic point of view, an electrically excitable membrane, in its resting state, lies beyond a dissipative instability and consequently is in a non-equilibrium state but with stable organization, a "dissipative structure" of Prigogine. Membrane excitation following a small perturbation of the environment would correspond to a jump from such an organization to another stable organization but close to thermodynamic equilibrium. It is shown how the cooperative molecular properties of the membrane are amplified by energy dissipation at the macroscopic level.